Snap-on Enhances Website with SOLUS+ Training and Support Information

LINCOLNSHIRE, Ill., June 26, 2023 – Professional technicians can learn all about the new SOLUS+™ next generation scan tool, as well as find training information to help them navigate the features and functionality of the platform, when they visit the updated diagnostics training and support section of the Snap-on website.

Visitors to the website have access to a knowledge base of questions and answers for the SOLUS+ scan tool including general information, icon reference, scanner information for automotive and motorcycle, OBD-II/EOBD, frequently asked questions, customer support and more.

The site also includes nine instructional training modules that teach technicians how to get the most out of their SOLUS+ scan tool through short instructional videos on specific topics to get answers on different aspects of tool operations quickly. Expert technicians discuss tool navigation, vehicle ID and scanner codes, scan data functions, functional tests, quick lookups, global OBD-II, previous vehicles and data, code pre/post scan and diagnostics workflow.

The training videos, which can be viewed free of charge, provide quality product training 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Technicians can revisit the training sessions as often as necessary to learn at their own pace and comfort level.

The new SOLUS+ scan tool, with exclusive SureTrack® verified repair information and comprehensive coverage for 49 domestic, Asian and European vehicles, and nine domestic motorcycles, provides all the sophisticated features that professional repair technicians need to handle a broad range of diagnostics without the complex functions that they don’t. Advanced features and intuitive functionality make the SOLUS+ the next-generation scan tool for today’s technicians.

To learn more about SOLUS+ or any of the Snap-on diagnostic solutions, talk to a participating franchisee or other sales representative, or visit snap-on.com/diagnostics.

About Snap-on
Snap-on Incorporated is a leading global innovator, manufacturer, and marketer of tools, equipment, diagnostics, repair information and systems solutions for professional users performing critical tasks including those working in vehicle repair, aerospace, the military, natural resources, and manufacturing. From its founding in 1920, Snap-on has been recognized as the mark of the serious and the outward sign of the pride and dignity working men and women take in their professions. Products and services are sold through the company’s network of widely recognized franchisee vans, as well as through direct and distributor channels, under a variety of notable brands. The company also provides financing programs to facilitate the sales of its products and to support its franchise business. Snap-on, an S&P 500 company, generated sales of $4.5 billion in 2022, and is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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